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The Top Tools I Use in my Biz

No matter how small or large your business is, having a deep understanding of what happens
when you implement your digital marketing strategy is critical to making better decisions that

will yield positive results. As such, having the right tools.



One of the biggest mistakes I see companies make is that they develop content and hope that it
will attract attention right away. Know that your content strategy needs to be focused on both

short- and long-term goals. You're really running a marathon, not a sprint.

Create Stellar Content for Digital Marketing
 





Blog
Vlog
Podcast
Transcribe
Virtual consults
Webinars
Q&As



Customer Support: 1 in 4 customer service representatives have received feedback that their communication has
improved since using Grammarly.
Sales: 95% of sellers using Grammarly say it saves them time writing and editing
Marketing: 83% of marketers using Grammarly says their work is more polished and professional
HR: 95% of HR professionals say Grammarly makes it easier to communicate with colleagues.

Grammarly Business meets the needs of your organization, whatever team you’re on.

For Businesse
s



For Student

Clarity: Advanced writing suggestions like full-sentence revisions help everyone come across as clearly as they intend.
Time savings: Create and utilize ready-to-use snippets, quickly inserting pre-approved winning phrases, sentences, and
paragraphs.
Brand consistency: The custom style guide empowers employees to create consistent, real-time, on-brand communication.
Effective delivery: The tone detector is tailored to your brand - ensuring on-brand messaging.
Better writing over time: Every employee or partner receives a weekly progress report with helpful, individualized
resources.

Grammarly’s real-time AI-powered writing assistant improves communications instantly and provides context to facilitate
learning over time.



Office Anywhere





Preview (on computer)

Basic Editing - Resize and Edit Colour



Image result for Keywords Everywhere Keywords Everywhere is a freemium
chrome extension that helps you with Keyword Research. It shows you
monthly search volume, CPC & competition data on 10+ websites. It has
multiple built in tools to find keywords from your seed keyword, and to show
you keywords that any page or domain ranks.

Keywords Everywhere!



Analytics



AdWords

AdWords keyword planner!



My Hacks

Dog Clicker or Clap
Notes On Phone 
Domains or Pretty Domains

GoDaddy
QR Codes

Trello or Sticky Notes
Prompter
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Thank You For 

            Your Attention


